Welcome to the Staying Connected Counseling Center. We offer the **Children First Education Curriculum for Divorcing Parents.** The purpose of this program is to assist parents with helping their children through the stresses of divorce while staying compliant with Illinois State Law. We feel our program assist parents build a stronger bond between all involved thus..........Staying Connected.

**SCCC Advantage**

SCCC allows individuals to tackle the tough areas of divorce in a calming, welcoming environment where you feel valued, heard and free of judgment.

We will walk through the Children First Education Curriculum and together we will tackle tough questions and thoughts such as:

- “How am I going to make it financially?”
- “I’m scared to be alone”
- “I don’t want another man taking the role as Father”
- “I don’t want to be the mean parent while they get to be the fun weekend parent”

**Teen Survival to Divorce**

SCCC also now offers The Children First: **Teen Survival Guide to Divorce.** These individual sessions offer Teens and Pre-Teens a therapeutic environment to discuss how divorce/separation effect their lives. I will assist each teen with answering questions such as:

- “Is this my fault?”
  13 yr old
- “How can I make my parents stay together?”
  12 yr old
- “Why are they being so selfish, its my senior year?”
  17 yr old